THE ORANGE Vaal development Board has agreed to to
stop arresting residents and issuing them with summonses to pay their rent.

Thatissue.
agreed the day after a successfulstayaway on March 24/25
. which was called by the Vaal Stayaway Committee (VSAC) to force
the
Residents in the area have been
boycotting rents for over 18 months
demanding that they be lowered to
R 30.
The rent crisis took a dramatic
turn on February 25, when 60
homes were raided late at night .
Some residents were forced to sign
declarations of intent to pay and
some were forced to pay them there
and then. Others were simply
arrested .
This is the latest in a series of
attempts by the OVBD to recover
rent and service charges arrears .
Some months ago water and electricity were cut off in some Vaal
townships . Residents have also
been threatened with court action,
eviction and confiscation of movable property.
Most recently, the OVBD issued
7500 summonses to residents to
appear in court for not paying .
The Vaal Civic Association
(VCA), through legal representatives, is challenging these . A test
case is to go ahead sometime in
April .

The VCA is however critical of
legal action . "The courts of law can
to a certain extent contribute to
settling this dispute .
"We as residents must unite in
action to make sure that our
genuine and legitimate demands
are met ."
"We arc not impressed by the
lukewarm response of the OVBD,"
says the VSAC .
Other demands include cancelling
the Delmas 22 trial and all other
trials connected to the 1984 rent
issue ; freeing or acquitting the
Sharpeville Six sentenced to death ;
the resignation of councillors and
their so-called community guards ;
the scrapping of the Black Local
Authorities Act ; that Mayday be a
paid holiday ; and that democratic
SRC's be recognised .
The VSAC was set up after the
VCA was mandated to consult with
unions, taxi associations, student
and youth youth organisations and
business people about the stayaway
in March .
"We had a few problems in preparing for a stay away . We only had
three weeks and this was too short a
time for the civic -given the vastness of our area - to consult and
report-back properly tall organisations .
"The VCA has also been hit hard
by repression and some of our
leadership is standing trial in
Delmas .

The VSAC was formed to take
over the organisation of something
like a stayaway" says the VCA .
"We are going to work at improving communication and consultation with organisations and residents. Our Still very young block

and area committees have played
quite a good role in sustaining the
civic and keeping the residents
informed about actions . But, these
still have to be improved and we
plan to cover the whole of the Vaal
with such grassroots structures,"

